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Jenni Burlon breaks
the all-time women's
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See Page 9.
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How do the residential
students feel about the nursing
students? Find out on Page 3. .
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,Low attendance jeopardizes reputation
by Susan Benton
of The Current staff

UM-St Louis has a problem with
• attendance. Delta Sigma Pi, the business fraternity on campus, has been
attempting to get professional speakers
to come to the University to speak to
students on a variety of topics. The
representatives from the corporations
are scheduled to appear, but this year, a
larger turnout than in years past is anticipated.
When many schools in the area
have representatives from AnheuserBusch, General Mills or Ralston Purina
come to their campuses, it is a chore for
Delta Sigma Pi vice president, Reagan
Sala, to interest speakers to come to
UM-St Louis.
Sala is sick of the typecasting of the
University. By organizing the professional speakers series, she hopes to
change the campus/community opinions from the currentanti-UM-St Louis
stigma.
'We hope that by bringing these
speakers to our campus we will show
corporate America that we're serious,"
Sala said. "It reflects poorly on the
entire University when we expect a

large turnout (to the lectures) and seven
people show up."
Mrs. Ottilia Voegtli, a marketing
teacher who is entering her 18th year
here at UM-SL Louis said that attendance of the lectures is so poor that she
has been reduced to catering to the
. students in order to increase attendance.
"I've offered 5 points extra credit
to the students who go to hear the

it's hard to compete. There are a lot of
misconceptions about UM-St Louisthat it's strictly a commuter college,
that it's a branch school, even that it's
a community college. Maybe when
we're 100 years old, we won't have
those misconceptions."
Students have asked Voegtli if putting University of Missouri-SL Louis
on the their resumes is a bad idea as
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ opposed to
leaving off the
"We don't want these professionals to SL Louis. She
said she often
feel they are wasting their time.
just shrugs.
Attendance needs to improve, or
Voegtli
said,
"I don't
just won't continue the program."
discourage
- Reagan Sala students to say
they're from
speakers," Voegtli said. "I've even let here, but again, there are so many misclass out 15-20 minutes early if it con- conceptions and prejudices against the
University throughout the community,
flicts with a lecture."
Voegtli states that UM-SL Louis that it sometimes might be to the stuhas not established itself as a school dents' advantage (to leave off the St.
that can stand on its own among the Louis)."
Miracle Carter is oneUM-S LLouis
three other University of Missouri campuses.
marketing student who ran into such
"We're too new," she said. "When prejudice. When applying to different
you're in a system with schools that companies for internships, she did not
have a longer tradition,like Columbia, indicate that she attended the Univer-

sity of Missouri-St Louis. After admitting in the interviews for the positions that she did
attended the University, Carter
said she still
landed jobs
with Gateway
Apparel,
State Farm
and Met
Life. She
said she

we

other schools, like MIzzou, or some
(schools) in the area"
Carter is a member of Delta Sigma
Pi and was Vice President of ProfessionalActivities last semester. She said
she has attended many lectures in the
past and plans to attend again this
semester when her schedule permits. Carter agrees that attendance has been
down at the lectures in the
last few semesters.
" (VM-

St.
ST. LOUlS
UofIcq.u BUSINESS

told after
she was hired that
it was probably a good idea
that she didn't put UM-SL Louis on her
resume.
Carter said, "(Businesses) think: that
UM-St. Louis isn't as accredited as

Louis) is such a
commuter school that no one really
cares," she said.
Lowe "Sandy" MacLean, Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs, strongly
disagrees with the negative opinions of
the University.
"UM-St. Louis is as accredited as
you can get," he said. '"The reputation

in the community is as good, if not
better than any other schoo1."
Maclean said he attended the professional speakers' seminars in years
past and was very impressed by the
fanfare and professionalism of the
events. 'We'vehad presidents and
CEOs of large corporations invited (to
UM-St. Louis) and they were delighted
to .come and speak. Everyone was
dressed up and took (the lectures) very
seriously."
The line-up of speakers for the fall
seminars is set for this fall. The topics
are geared toward business students,
but anyone is welcome to attend. The
next lecture will be Sept. 31 in SSB.
The representative will be from either
Contemporary Productions or
Fleishman-Hillard. On Oct. 5, Ken
Bertha, a recruiter of 14 years for Gen- .
eral Mills will speak. A tour ofMaritz
Corporation is scheduled on Nov. 16,
and Anne Suppiger from AnheuserBusch is slated to appear on Nov. 30.
Voegtli encourages everyone to attend
the professional speakers' series.

See A ttendence
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700 loss for students

by Bill Ingoldsby
of The Current stafl

"It's really junkfood," said
freshman Sara Miles. "I don't know
how I'll use up all the money in
Resident students at UM-St time." After two weeks, she has
Louis must pay $700 each semester used only $30.
Many students use the "C" store
for food. This money is to be spent
at the University sponsored food on campus to buy food for the weekservice centers offered by Aramark ends when the Student Center is
Food Services. If you don' teat your closed. Others have been unable to
$700 worth of food, your money is find it. To them, "C" store means
concealed store.
not refunded.
The University'S policy is that
The large boxes of cereal, Pop
if you do not use your allotted food Tarts and other items next to Pizza
~ credit in your first semester here,
Hut are part of this program. Some
, thenabalance ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ students did not
can be carried
know this, even
over. After "M k
though they are part
the first sear UpS are
of the meal program.
mesternobal- patterned after 7-11,
One student thought
ance will be which is about 30-35
only people with eating disorders purcarried over.
ercent."
P
chased
such large
While this
quantities.
amount seems
- Scott Warner
Bob Schmalfeld,
very high, itis _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
director
of Univeractually mesity
Center,
is
in
charge
of campus
dium-priced. Students at Washingfood
services.
"This
is
a
relatively
ton University have the same pro~
volatile
business
sector
due
to congram, but at a cost of $1,005 per
solidations
and
mergers."
he
said.
• semester.

I

"We originally sent out 40 proposals, now there are about 14 companies left." A form ula to determine
the rankings and standings of each
company is used to determine who
the contract is awarded to.
Aramark was awarded a 5-year
contract July 2, 1992, for campus
food services. Recently the contract was amended to reduce UMSt. Louis ' 10 percent gross down to
7 1/2 percent. This helped Aramark
to continue operating on sound fi nancial footing .
Part of the contract requires the
food service provider to list which
franchises they will purchase. With
Aramark, Taco Bell, Pizza Hut,
Dunkin Donuts, and TCBY Yogurt
became Underground food providers. Aramark purchased the franchises, and the University upgraded
the Underground at a cost of
$75,000. Their prices at the franchises are the same as other outlets.
Schmalfeld oversees Aram ark , s
day-lo-day operations. "We try to
please as many people as possible,"
he said. "Students and food service

personnel meet regularly to change mg gIves nse to stones and urban
and upgrade menus. The Commit- legends . One story is about a since
tee tnes to create a menu that WIll departed resident advisor (RA) and
appeal to the greatest number of her boyfriend, also under the meal
students.
plan. As the semester was ending
The "C"
store i;: n:n by
--Aramark's
.
,-,
em ployee and
manager
Scott Warner.
"Parents will
sometimes
come down
and buy cases
of steaks and
burgers." he
said. "MarkupS are patterned after 7II, which is
about 30-35
percent."
On a recent visit, selections were
small
and
there weren't
any steaks
available.
Students wait for pizza from the Pizza Hut franchise in the
T his

they were supposedly stuck with
both their entitlements. It is said
that they went to the "c" store and
purchased $1,400 worth of cleaning supplies.

'~I

Photo: Monica Senecal

Underground during lunch rush.

forced spend-

Nursing merger creates problems on south campus

~ by Scott Lamar
• of The Current staff

Owning a pllIking sticker
doesn't always guarantee a spot on
this campus, especially on south
j
campus.
Lisa Gru bbs, the director of resi~ dential Life, said that anytime you
bring in a large number of students,
there's going to be a pinch.
"When you buy a parking per~ mit," Grubbs said, "you're not buying a space, you're buying a hunt~ ing license."
The shortage has created head.aches for nursing students, faculty
I, members , residents of Seton Hall
and members of The Daughters of
Charity.
During the first week of classes,
students and faculty parked in
aces reserved for the nuns (The
Daughters of Charity) and in spaces
sually occupied by Seton Hall residents. The roadway north of Seton

was inundated with cars which made
it impassable for the campus shuttle
bus.
Shirley Martin, Dean of the
Nursing School, said that students
are to park in designated lots only .
These include the lot adjacent to
Seton Center, in front of Marillac
Hall and the lots on north campus.
Nothing was . said of the potential
parking problem for th e education
and optometry students.
However, many large classes for
nursing students are held in Seton
Center and park in the adjacent lot
out of convenience. The lot only
has space enough for 30 vehicles
but Seton houses over 100 residents
and 51 faculty . Due to everyone
wanting to park close to the build·
ing, cars overflowed into the road way around Seton and into lots reserved for The Daughters of Charity.
Brenda Jaeger, an evaluation
specialist with Transfer Credit, said

that a nun was policing the lot to
make sure that no one from UM-St.
Louis parked there. The two lots
owned by them have a total capacity of36 spaces. "It was only when
traffic couldn't get through ,that it
became a problem," Grubbs said. "I
think it was due to the start of school
and some miscommunication between groups."
Grubbs said that a compromise
can be reached if all of the parties
involved work together.
Campus police gave warning
tickets to all students and faculty
who illegally parked in the roadway .
Many of the disgruntled residents of Seton wrote a letter requesting that all non·residents be
required to park in front of Marillac
and walk. They would also like for
the spaces next to Seton be reserved
for residents only.
Faculty members are to park in
one of three designated lots located

around Marillac.
Nursing students' classes were
cancelled last Tuesday and Wednesday because of committee meetings
with the nursing faculty . Nobody is
sure what will happen once classes
resume for nursing students this
week.
However, residents say that the
problems go beyond the parking
problem. They held an informal
meeting Friday to address some of
their concerns. Some of the topics
included privacy, safety and their
privileges.
"To me, this is my home, I clean
it and pick up the trash around here,"
said Rachel Grant, a freshmen living at Seton Hall. "They (the nursing students) don't have to care
about this. This is all I have . It's
personal for me."
Many of the residents are willing to share some space, but they
wan~ guidelines in place so that
they know when and where they

can do something.
"There are no boundaries,"
Traci Gonyaw said. "There has been

no definition as to what rights are
provided for us and what area s are
designated for who."

.
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HELP WANTED
LePeep Restaurant in Chesterfield
Missouri is now hiring SERVERS .
Weare open 7 days a week. We serve
only Breakfast and Lunch. We will
work with you and your schedule.
Call Genny at 434·0055 for an
interview.

PIZZA

• • •• • •• • •• ••••

CASHIERS, COOKS
. AND DRIVERS
IMO'S Pizza
129 North Oaks Plaza

Part·time Secretary/Receptionist
Office and Computer Skills Necessary. Medical background preferred,
but not necessary. If interested
please send resume to: 443 North
New Ballas, Suite 224· SL Louis,
MO 63141. Phone 991-0885.

389 - 1122

Positions Available
for Students
Receptionists

•

Switchboard Operators

•

Secretaries

•

Word Processors

•

Sales

•

••••••••••••••
Students wanted to promote the most
killer Spring Break Trips on campus.
Earn high $$ commissions and free
trips!! Must be outgoing and creative. Call immediately 1-800SURFS-UP.
-

• •••••••••••••
Have fun earning $5-10 per hour
Terror Visions Haunted House now
accepting applications for actors/ess
for the Sept.-OcL season. Apply in
person 19th at Washington: Wed,
Thurs, Sat, noon til 3pm or ca1l421DEAD.

Clerks/Data Entry
•

GOOD WAGES
FLEXIBLE HOURS TO SUIT
YOUR COLLEGE SCHEDULE!
Opening/closing ,managers, shift supervisors, cooks, coumer help and
cashiers needed at food court restaurants. Full- and part-time positions.
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
PLAN! Call Tom at 962-1575, or
apply in person at First Federal Frank
& Crust Co.at SL Louis Galleria or
Crestwood Plaza.

••••••••••••••

Part Time Jobs! The Old Spaghetti
Factory is now hiring energetic
people for wait, host, bus, and
kitchen staff. Apply in person Mon.Fri. 11 am-5 pm, 727 N. 1st St. on
Laclede's Landing. (314) 621-0276
eoe

Opportunity's
Knocking. · · .

\\ .

V~fRSUNNf

SERVICES
Shopping for a Home?
Stop by the home buying seminar
Sept. 11 at 5:30 or Sept. 12 at 7:00 in
325 Lucas HalL Call Julie at 5165162 for more information.

Light Industrial

1~l:

$1000 FUNDRAISER
Fraternities, Sororities & Student
Organizations. You've seen credit
card fundraisers before, but you've
never seen the Citibank fundraiser
that pays $5.00 per application. Call
Donna at 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified cal,lers receive a FREE
camera

••••••••••••••
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent's income.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 e~t.
F57461

1/ 1

i

WANTED
Used color television, 19 inch or bigger. Call Michael at 772-6219 if you
have one to selL

• •••••••••••••

SEPT 21 a Litmag meeting will be
held in the Evening College Office
meeting room (324 Lucas Hall).

• •••••••••••••

First Evening College Council Meeting will be held Sept. 14 in room 324
Lucas HalL All are invited. Check
Bulletin Board outside 324 Lucas tor
meeting time.

• •••••••••••••

Free Study Skills Workshop for college students will be held Sept 1&
and 19 at 7pm in 324 Lucas Hall. CaU
516-5873 for more information.

Do you:

Have some stress?
Want to enhance your memory?
Need to lose weight or stop smoking?
Want to build your self esteem?

U

You CAN do this and more through SELF-hypnosis!
Hypnosis is a state offocused concentration, accompanied
by deep relaxp tion.
Call The Mind / Body Hypnosis Centre 440.5948

"

.;

September 26 & 27, 1995
J.e. Penney Building
10:00 am - 2:DO pm
F ree Seminar -- "Marketing Your se lf - Job Skills"
September 28 _. 6 - 8 p.m. Room 126 -J. C . Penney

Large research finn hiring Survey & Data entry
representatives to work on a long term contract
for a nationwide teleservice client .Pleasant
speaking voice and data entry experience
needed. $8/HR TO START. Part time or full
time, with overtime available. Contact Wendy
at 314-432-2675

RSVP -- 516·5789

For More Information Call

[I

Sponsored by

314 • 822-2208

C,,,,, P'",mon' S",,'co,

1611 Des Peres Road· Suite 350
St. Louis, MO 63131

308 Woods Hall
516-5111

Al"m"' Mood,';,"

. ,.....
.....
~
~

426 Woods Hall
516-5833

•

NOW HIRING
·

AMOCO
offers

90% Tuition
Reimbursement
We are looking for responsible people to provide friendly
customer service at several retail stations in the St. Louis area.
Sixteen hours a week and one month of employment qualify
most majors and graduate degrees for 900/0 reimbursement of
tuition, $2500/yr max.

•

•

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING
HEALTH CARE BENEFITS
PAID HOLIDAYS
ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL
PAID VACATIONS
LIFE INSURAN CE
BONUS OPPORTUNITY

Apply in person at one of the following stores:
1520 Kisker Rd.
St. Peters, MO
<)

1340 So. 5th St.
St. Charles, MO

HOTLINE: 867-3379

•

••

•

••

EXCELLENT EMPLOY,MENT
OPPORTUNITY! !
Leading Telemarketing Firm is expanding their teleservice department. Recently
awarded a long term $100 million contract with THE leading long distance
company. Great career opportunity.
SALES
What we offer: $9-$16/hour
Commission Bonuses
$$ Attractive incentive programs $$ $$ Monthly Incentives $$
$$ Group Productivity Incentives $$ Paid Training
Professional Work Environment Automated Dialing

Qualifications:
Self Motivated Dependable Sales Experience
Professional Strong Work Ethic

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 10 am-4 pm, 5 pm-10 pm
Sat: 10 am·4 pm
Flexible Scheduling Full Time/Part Time
For immediate interview: Apply Monday-Friday, 10 am-7 pm, at National Market
Share, 11920 Westline Industrial Drive (located in the Westport Plaza area
between Page and Scheutz, 1 block east of Westport Plaza)

For further information, call: 432-6415

The dockside at Roadway Packaging isn't just where employees work,
it is where employees become friends.
Come to work on the friendliest dock in the industry.

In addition to tuition assistance, AMOCO offers:

3735 Harry S. Truman
St. Charles, MO

MISC.

List or Employers Available in Career Placement SerYi ces

Temporary Positions
Temp-te-Hire
and Regular Positions

1500 Route K
O'Fallon, MO

• •••••••••••••

Cash for College. 900,000 gran
available. No repayments, ever.
Qualify immediately . 1-800-2432435.

••••••••••••••

Career Days \~;~,~
Visit 'With Over
50 Employers

SUZUKI PIANO METHOD
instruction, accept ages 3 & up, north
county area, call 741-5263.

Who says
your coworkers
can't be
friends?
Roadway Package
Systems
6150 Olive Lane
St. Louis, Missouri 63112

eMil) per hour
($6.50 plus $1 tuition reimbursement)

Great Paying Part-Time Jobs
Available Now!
Students you can earn over $120 per week
and still have weekends free!

To schedule an interview call:

Mike Greenblatt
(314) 727-9482
Load and Unload Packages With a Winning Team!

All Shifts Open!
3:00-8:00 a.m. & 4:30 to 9:30 p.m.

NO ·WEEKENDS

EDITORIAL
September 11,1995
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Force feeding students

\

• by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff

you

TO
PARK IN MY Pl\R'!\\NG
5tJAc~

4!

Is Aramark incapable of obtaining
food from wholesale distributors?
That is doubtful. Most likely, Aramark
Here's a get rich scheme for is able to get competiti ve rates for the
/I you. Find a place where several hun- food that their company purchases in
dred people live. Get those people to wholesale bulk; They have simply
pay $700 each for four
been given the O.K. by
month's worth of food .
UM-St. Louis to make
Set up a cafeteria to
as much money off of
serve those people.
the studen t body as posStock the cafeteria with
sible. With a campus .
a few franchise busimonopoly, how hard
nesses, but limit the secan that possibly be?
l< lection of items offered
High prices are.
, so that the franchises
only part of the probdon't offer standard
lem with Aramark sermenus. Keep banker's
vices. Anotherproblem
hours (Monday through Friday 7 is a lack of selection. Aramark has
a.m. to 7p.m.), but stock a shelf with . plenty of grease-filled, slimy food
a few items such as cereal and toaster substitutes. The Pizza Hut personal
pastries. Mark up all of your stock to pan pizzas are so slick they could be .
' . compare with convenient store used to play high-speed shuffleboard.
(Quick Trip, 7-11, etc.) prices.
The burgers and mainline entrees
Be sure that you have no compe- aren't too much better. Last year,
tition within a square mile of your Thursday pasta nights became a quick
r· shop. Now
favorite
serve
the
among camI . people · who
pus dwellers.
~ : have paid you (Aramark Food Services)
Unfortumoney
for
have been given the O.K. nately, it is
food. Let them
impossible to
know that they by UM-St. Louis to make
eat enough
do not have to as much money off of the pasta to fill
yourself up
eat your poor
d
b d
selection of stu ent 0 yas
for the entire
overDriced possible.
week (thoul!h
food, but if they - - - - -- - - - - - - - - I'm sure many
· don't eat $700
tried).
worth of it, they will not be reimAnd that brings me to another
bursed any money at the end of the problem with Aramark services. The
four month period. Incidentally, be problem that most students tend to
sure they realize that they will not express: the restricted times of avail, receive any more food after that four able service. With Aramack closed in
· month period ends unless they pay the evenings and on weekends, how
are students supposed to use their
another $700.
What? You say it won't work. prepaid money to eat?
You say that no one would go for
The answer to that problem is the
such a ridiculous arrangement? "C" store. The question to that anThink again. Aramark Food Ser- swer is: where is the "e" store? When
vices is already playing this arrange- a Current reporter tried to get informent to the hilt. Guess what? They mation concerning the Aramark mohave a contract that guarantees nopoly, he found that most students
don't even know where this store is.
A they'll get to do it for at least five
years.
The "C" store is located in the
If you 're a resident of the actual back room of the Underground (cam• campus (University Meadows is not pus cafeteria). Don't be surprised to
considered part of the campus), then find that there are no signs to direct
l you are required to pay the $700 per
students to the "C" store. Maybe the
semester for food. That money is small display table located in the
non-refundable after your fIrst se- Underground with cereals and chips
mester (fIrst semester students can on it is supposed to trick swdents into
carry-over a balance, but will not focusing their purchases. Who
knows? Who cares? Well, of course
receive a refund).
Aramark is so confident in this students who have already spent their
I arrangement that Scott Warner,
$700 care, but that might be the catch.
Manager of Aramark's on-ca{Ilpus Hiding the stock makes the already
division, came right out and said difficult task of spending that money
that their prices reflect a 30 to 35 harder. This ensures a higher probpercent mark up "comparable to 7- ability of leaving students with an
unspent balance to be eaten up by
11 prices."
Why is this mark up necessary? Aramark. What a brilliant plan!

WILL TEAcH
I

MISSY l

Residential students have taken enough from nursing
by Scott Lamar
of The Current staff
AtSeton Hall, one woman's home
is another student's classroom.
The women living in Seton Hall
have taken the brunt of an ill-prepared merger between the University
and Barnes School of
Nursing. Since the beginning of the school
year, chaos has reigned
for swdents, faculty and
even the nuns at the
Daughters of Charity
on south campus.
First, the flux of
cars from the nursing
students and faculty
caused an overf1ow onto the roadway
winding behind Seton and Marillac
Halls. Vehicles also were parked on
the grass and in lots designated stric tl y
for the nuns. During busy periods in
the morning, some vehicles had to
hop the curb just to get around the
parked cars, and the campus shuttle
couldn't get through at all. Nobody
was as displeased as the residents in
Seton Hall. The lot adjacent to their

building was filled with mostly other
people's cars.
This lot should be designated for
the residents only. They pay good
money to eat, sleep and relax there,
and most of them make a conscious
effort to keep the place looking ship
shape. Telling them to park in front of
Marillac and walk or,
even worse, park at
North campus and take
the shuttle bus, is a slap
in the face.
Who wants to walk
a quarter of a mile or
board a bus after a hard
day at work or studying? Residents have the
right to park in that
space,
Another problem for Seton Hall
residents is classes that infringe upon
their leisurely activities. Residents
halls at colleges and universities all
over the country haverooms set aside
for the students to study, watch television or socialize. Under the current
conditions at Seton , the resident
women must share these areas with
the nursing students who crowd the

area and do not give it the same care
as the residents.
Another consequence of nursing
students and the additional faculty
having classes at Seton is the potential security problem. From the6a.m .
until 8 p.m. everyone is free to enter
the building without having their identification checked, They have access
to a large portion of the building and
use some of the residents' facilities.
The womens' privacy has to extend
beyond the confines of their rooms.
Who wants to wake up in the morning
and have a group of people conducting a cooking seminar in theirkitchen?
The residents deserve the same luxuries as everyone else who owns a
house or rents an apartment.
In an infonnal meeting Friday
night, some of the residents came
together to voice some of their concerns. Lisa Grubbs, director of residentiallife mediated the discussion. I
noticed that the women were extremely calm and collected. Grubbs
and the residents agreed that the best
route was to go through the appropriate administrative channels to get
some changes implemented at the

hall.
The women are getti ng a raw deal,
but not many administrators know or
seem to care. The residents have an
optimistic attitude about the situation, but there is a hint of distress in
their voices. Something has to be
done or else their patience won't hold
up.
The residents need to become
more vocal. They must let the administration know that they are not going
to stand for the University compromising their rights.
The nursing merger relied on too
many easy solutions. The reality that
a lack of parking would exist hasn't
received the attention it deserves. The
answer to where the nursing classes
would be held was a simple one for
the merger ochestrators-stick them in
Seton. Who cares if there are women
living in the building? Well, someone needs to. The women at Seton
Hall deserve the n urn ber one priori ty .
Administration has awaited the arrival of a nursing school for some 20
years. They should have better prepared for it. Until they do, the women
will suffer.
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The article titled "University
should e mphasize instruction over
research" by M ichael Umess in the
August 28 Current raises some interesting concerns that deserve a response. Urness asked if university
teachers are adequately prepared for
the classroom, He also suggested that
there is a conflict between education
and research at the University and
that he believes that the University
should " ...abolish the emphasis on
"rescarch" and put the emphasis
where it belongs--on instruction."
I will try to allay the concerns
raised in the article by describing
how the hiring process for tenuretrack faculty the Departm ent of Mathematics and Computer Science and
the tenure process .
The hiring process begins with
the advertisement of a position. This
brings forth a large number of applicants, almost all of whom have previous teaching experience either as a
fac ulty members or as a teaching assistants during their studies. Usually
there are three or more letters of recommendation which discuss the
candidate's research accomplishments and promise as well as his or
her abilities as a teacher; there is
often a letter from somebody who has
directly supervi sed the candidate'S
teaching. If there are insufficient letters or there is a problem with either
the candidates research or his or her
teaching, the individual is dropped
, from application pool. The two or
three best candidates are each brought
to campus for a visit; the visit in-

eludes a lecture, informal discussions
and interviews which allow the faculty to make some additional inferences about the candidate's teaching
and research abilities. An offer is
made only if the department believes
the candidate can meet its high standards.
What any good teacher at any
level learns about teaching before
receiving a degree is of little import
compared to what is learned from
years of thoughtful practice of the
crafl If I am a good as a te<l.cher it is
because of what my students here at
lJMSL have taught meover the years.
The article also expressed a concern that research thrives at the expense of good teaching.
An institution which claims the
title "University" is proclaiming that
it is engaged in both the increase and
di ssemination of knowledge. UMSL
was established by the State of Missou ri as an institution with two missions: teaching and research. Som e
of the best teachers in my department
are also the most productiveresearchers. W e do not see a conflict between
teaching and research and will not
accept a good job in one as an excuse
for a bad job in the other. Some instruction in my department is also
provided by lecturers who have no
research responsibility.
Professors are faculty with the
additional responsibility to do research; for this reason, and in orderto
protect the quality of teaching, they
are assigned a lighter teac hing load
than the lecturers. In effect, professors are hired lo do two jobs: teaching
and research.

A candidate for tenure or promotion must demonstrate a high level of
performarlce in both teaching and
research. If the candidate cannot
present both a good research record
and a good leaching record, he or she
has failed to meet the standards required for retention.
The candidate's research qualifications are asses sed primarily by two
measures. One is indeed the publication list. But the articles are required
to be in high quality, refereed journals; the second is a set of reviews of
the candidates work by experts, oflen
world class, from the outside of the
University. The data on the quality of
leaching are gathered mainly from
those who know it best : the
candidate's students. This includes
c1a~s evaluations by students, exit
interviews with the department chair,
and letters solicited from former students . .
If the candidate meets the
department' s standards, the tenure
reco mmendation then proceeds to the
various deans and committees outside the department, and finally to the
chancellor. All participants in the
deci sion process receive a document
which includes all the research and
teaching letters . A "no" at any point
in the process has the effect of killing
the promotion and quite possibly, the
candidate's academic career.

Very truly yours,
Alan L. Schwartz
Professor
Mathematics/Computer Science
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Shooting for the big office and getting the big bucks

Ticket

University Program Board under new leader who has big pans for his big budget organization
by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff

Jason Peery may not be in the big
office, but he has control of the largest
allocated budget Following a failed
attempt to become vice president of
Student Government Association,
Peery has become the president of
University Program Board.
UPB is the student organization
that offers programming to the campus
community. In the past, UPB has put on
Expo (now renamed Expolosion) ,
brought Gilbert Godfried and Spike
Lee to campus and assisted m bringing
internationally known Maya Angelou.
Peery is not unknown In SGA
circles. Hisextrocurricularinvolvement
began when he became presiden t of the
residential hall council as a freshman,
After his term, he became a parliamentarian for student government and was
the SGA representative for the College
Democrats.
]n 1994, Peery made his first attempt at the SGA office. He ran for
president of SGA with former Current

staff member Cluistine McGraw. After losing that election he was named
chainnan of the Student AssociatIon
Foundation (a foundation created to
offer scholarships to UM-St. Louis
students).
,
Peery then teamed up with presidential hopeful Tom O'Keefe, and
the two ran in an aggressive election
for the top seats in SGA. The election turned problematic. Some polls
did not open as announced, and
qu'estions concerning polling techniques further complicated the
troubled elecuon.
In the end O'Keefe and Peery
were defeated by the current administrdtion of Titlow and ZweifeL
However, grievances were flied by
O'Keefe and the Evening College
Council (then run by Julie Earhart).
Ironically, Peery has now become the president of possibly the
heaviest hitter on campus, and
O'Keefe has been named his vice
president at UPB.
"As far as I'm concerned there
are no hard feelings (with Titlow

and Zweifel)," Peery said. 'They've
been friends of mine for a long time."
Peery S3ld the sentiment seems to
be the same with SGA citing that they

File photo

Jason Peery

ATTENTION DANCERS!

seem anxious to co-~1JOnsorevents with
UPB .
"Even ifwe'reon opposite sides of
an issue," Peery said, "we're still working together because we are shaping
culture on this campus."
Shaping culrure on campus is
one of the main objectives Peery is
concerned with, His renam ing Expo
"Expolosion" is an attempt to show
the event as more impacting to students.
"Expolosion will be our biggest
event this semester," Peery said.
UPB is spending approximately
$7500 to sponsor the event which
will coincide with the Chancellor's
Picnic on Sept 13. Expolosion will
feature information booths from numerous studentgovemment organizations and university departments,
There will be activiues such as:
human bow ling, gyroscope, karaoke
and a velcro obstacle course. There

See UPB
Page 8

from Page 1
quested. Each decision is logged in and
is sent to the police station.
Most of the problems students have
with the appeals process are often the
kind that can be avoided easily. Students often skiP going to the police
altogether, others don't fill out the address portions correctly or they send
the appeals to the wrong department
Thesemistakesarecostly and can cause
an appeal to be shelved for an indefmite
period. If a student fails to fiJI out the
address section of the appeal, the decision letter will not be received or the
appeal will not be dealt with at all. The
Student Court usually makes three types
of decisions on appeals: the appeal is
denied, denied but suspended (a wam-

ing), or is accepted.
Student CourtJ ustice Steve Bartok
reports that a lot of warnings have been
issued and many appeals have been
made in this young semester. Students i
are warned to stay cleM of the ~
south of Garage N in the mornings. 'The
first rowan the south end of the garage
is also set aside for faculty/staff parking 24 hours. As far as parking ill~gally
in disability and Continuing Education
areas, Bartok says that the court is
cracking down on violators.
Students who mount up unpaid
parking tickets will not receive transcripts. Tickets are currently $10-$25,
but there is an effort to raise this fine.

ttendance

.

She said, "These (lectures) are a
great opponunit)' for UM-St Louis
students:' she said. 'They 'redefinitely
something to take advantage of."
Sala agrees, 'Why, when you have
these opportunities, these big-name
corporations coming to your campus,
why wouldn't you rake advantage of
that?" she asks. "It's like instant net-

I

*
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UM-St. Louis Dance Team Tryouts

~p~

Clinics:

DELIVERS EDIJCA1ION

Wednesday, September 20 and Thursday, September 21 2:304:30 pm Mark Twain Bldg.

Tryouts:
Friday, September 225:00-7:00 pm Mark Twain Bldg.

Don't miss our performance at the
Fall EXPOlosion!

from Page 1 '

working."
Sala was quick to point out that if
attendance does not improve, the lectures will not continue.
She said, "We don't want these
professionals to feel they are wasting
their time. Attendance needs to improve, or we just won't continue !he
program."

--------- ®

Part-Time Positions for Loaders and Unloaders

$8.00 per hour
By Working At UPS You Gain:
~ Valuable Experience
~ Full Benefits
~ Paid Holidays & Vacations
Contact Career Placement to Apply
346 Woods Hall S16 S317
w

For more information call Erica at 831-7052

Fall Semester

1995

8:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.

OPENS WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 13
AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU

TH
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:arTiTu---DrOp aNd DiE!

Area java joints provide
haven for late night studiers
by Julie Pressman
photos by Mike Bowdern
of The Current staff

by Julie Pressman
• of The Cu rrent staff

fI

Before I start belting out "Attitude" 1'd like to say thanks to all
you friendly students and profest' sors out there who have made my
first three weeks back a far cry
" from the pits of hell. I'd also like
to praise the members of the residential life staff and most other
student organizations for making
a real effort to bring students together (as difficult as that is to do
on a commuter campus). I am en, joying school much more this year.
I don't know if it's my new "positive attitude," or you all just came
straight from the nice factory, but
I appreciate it nonetheless.
Wednesday night the Honor's
College residence hall was
jumpin' - amovie in the lounge and
, games in Kristina's room. Wednesday evening (Sept. 5) I found myself playing Jenga instead of writing this column (okay, so I am a
procrastinator and a dark). But I
kept knocking over all the blocks
• (losing and humiliating myself all
• at once) so I took my blocks and
went home.
As crazy of an analogy as this
might sound, school is just like
Jenga. Some of us are good at it
and do well with no effort, and
others of us (like me) screw up and
~ get sent back to the first block after
round one. Sometimes the losers
go home, quit and never try again,
,and sometimes they just keep playing hoping to become successful.
A semester is like hundreds of
Jenga games played one after another, you almost always get an.
other chance. The more games
you
play the better you get. Who knows,
you may even reach the ceiling.
But you'll never know if you quit
trying.
I bring this up because the deadline is approaching for students to
receive a no grade and a partial
refund on their classes. Right about
now, many students are in the process of dropping tough or inconvenient classes or just plain dropping
~ out of school.
I admit that last year I probably
• dropped more than my fair share
of classes, but I'm now a reformed
wimp. I've learned that making
more time in my sehedule to watch
Ricki Lake and Maury Pavich will
not prepare me for the work force.
I hate to burst all those "1 can't"
student's bubbles, but you have no
excuse for dropping any class because you think it might be too
hard. There are enough free resources on this campus (tutors,
computers, teaching assistants and
professors) to make it possible for
almost anyone to pass (with above
average grades even) who goes to
class and does the assigned homework. To quote my well-meaning
but neurotic mother, "it's all about
effort."
You aren't stupid. You know
• what's best for your brain and your
pocketbook. And I shouldn't be
preaching when I could more effectively threaten. So just let it be
known that I will follow and ha~
rass anyone who drops any class
that I am in for a reason I am not
~
satisfied with . And if you go so far
as to drop out of school, I will
write your phone number (courtesy Campus Connections) on the
~ walls of a bathroom stall in the
sleaziest neighborhood I can find
• (that might not work because some
of you would like the attention). I
encourage every otber concerned
. student to do the same. When the
cops come to take you away, tell
'em Don Barnes (otherwise know
as the Red Menace) made you do
iL

·

Mon'

Beware of
the Red Menace:
Next week; this space.

early closing libraries and
food service. He and a friend prepared a proposal to personally open their own shop on campus. They
presented their idea to chancellor Blanche Touhilllate this summer
but were refused because of the schools binding contract with
Aramark food service. This contract gives Aramark a monopOly on
campus food and drink services. Bailey said, however, that Touhill
assured him that Aramark officials would follow through with the
idea.
"Blanche Touhill was really excited about the idea since she
noticed the need for somethiHg different to improve campus unity,"
Bailey said.
Although Bailey is in the process of researching the profitability
of the coffee house, not much has been done by Aramark.
'The possibility (of a coffee house) has just been kicked around,"
Aramark director of·food service Scott Webber said.
Students who are interested in seeing a coffee house on campus
should talk to their student government representatives and watch for
Bailey's survey. For more information please contact Bailey al8951043.
Fornow, students have a wide range of places to choose from off
campus. The following is an alphabetical list of the most popular
coffee houses in the SL Louis area. Also included are prices and
ratings of the two most popular espresso drinks, the cappucino and

houses

Cu;re;:,r;eviews~o;7oc"H7ilicobffee
Aesops • 3611 Clllyton
cappucino $1.79 I"'JO:OI)
mocha $2.25 00:1)
.
who tmngs out there: variety of studiers from different Universities
noise level: quiet .
highlights: If it' s that [mal exam you're studying for, this is the
place to do it. And you can enjoy some tasty caffeine to keep
you awake.
Alaskan Klondike • 32{)() N. Highway 67
cappucino $2.00-$3.00 (dependent on size) iJ(J()
mocha (same cappucino) 001)
who hangs out there: business people, students and housewives.
noise level: moderate
higbligh ts: Brand new. One of two houses to roast their beans in
store.

as

The Coffee House • 7944 Southwest
tappucino $2.00 (J(J(j()
mocha $2.50 DOD
who hangs out there: South city ballcap wearing, cigarette smoking, after the bar closes coffee drinkers.
noise level: moderately loud
highlights: A large, clean place to be. Has a pool table.

Dakolo. ·14278 Ladue Rd.
cappucino S $l.89-L $2.29 1J(j:f)
li2 mocha S $2.09-$2.49 00
who hangs out there: west county folks
noise level: moderate
highlights: Brand spanking new. Chess and checkers are a plus.
Gothic · 3183 S. Grand
cappucino $2.00 DOO
mocha $2.75 [j:(j()
Who hangs out there: an eclectic crowd of people.
noise level: moderate
Highlights: Located in historic Grand S. Grand
district It features authentic cathedral artwork.

The Grind • 56 Marylllnd Plaul
cappucinQ $2.00 ~
mocha $2.25 ~
Who hangs out there: everyone and their mom
noise level: mooerately loud
Highlights: The social capital of coffee houses in
SLLouis. It is possible to study if you don 't mind the
conversation around you. Features pool and foose
ball table.
Meshuggah Cafe' 565 Melyille
cappucino $2.00 000
mocha $2.25 00
who hangs out there: all kinds of freaky
people

I

?

Where arc many college students
going to enjoy a good study atmosphere? Things at home are too hot.
Library silence is too cold. But 3 coffee
house is just right
For the past several years, coffee
houses have been springing all over the
St Louis area and cashing in on the
latest sip and study craze. A growing number of students seem to
prefer the friendly laid back atmosphere of these java join ts to other
more traditional places of study.
':Ifind Meshuggah cafe to have a very versatile atmosphere with
great music to study to," Washington University student Emily .
Bobrow said.
For the price of one or two specialty drinks ($2-$3) or coffee
($1-$2 most times comes with refill) a student can spend a hassle
free evening in the company offellow studiers and mostly quiet (on
weeknights) socializers.
'The coffee's actually pretty good and you can't beat a $l.25
bill for hours of studying," Wash U student Ben Winters said.
Many universities allover the country are opening coffee shops
on campus and have generally becnsuccessful. Many UM-SL Louis
students feel that a coffee shop on this campus would be a step up
from the traditional food service atmosphere students must now
settle for.
"A coffee house on campus would be a much better altemativ~
then being shuffled through a food line,"
Saint Louis University recently got it's own version of the
popular Central West End coffee shop, the Grind, on campus.
Although the shop has only been open two weeks, it is already
achieving success with a regular following.
UM-St Louis Business management major Kelly Bailey, is

Its a cup of
boiling love!

" The underground
because I love
thier food! "

bUl fun

Students chill on the patio of the Grind.
noise level: moderate
highlights: If your looking for cultural diversity this is the place to
be. Located in the heart of the Delmar Loop. Features original
World War n artwork: by employee Miwa Ohisi.

Oasis· 8130 Big Bend Blvd.
cappucino S1.90 OCO
mocha $1.90 ~
who hangs out there: students and 30/40 something adults
noise level: moderate
highlights: With thehelpofits huge collection of self help books and
cheap prices you can gel high on caffeine and change your life all
in one day.
Sacred Grounds • 7494 Ethel
cappucino (not available) O«JI)
mocha (not available) 000»
who hangs out there: Webster students
noise level; moderate
highlights: Features a full table size chess game. Thursday night
poetry readings. Located inside a house.
Mike Bowdern contributed in/ormation/or this story

" Barnes & Noble
Cafe-.. great atmosphere and tasty
cappucino.
H

Gimme some more.

At least it smells
good.

Is this dirty
bath water ?

- Audrey Dockins,.
Biology • Junior

- Alan Phillips,
Optometry • Junior '-~

"The U City Loop-being around people
stimulates my brain."

" On the beach--I can
study and get a sun ..
tan at the same time."

- Ronnell Bennett,
English • Junior

- Sarah Thuenemann,
Pre- Med • Junior
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Gallery 210 debuts
with dual talent
The art of Joan Hall and Juan Sanchez featured

Vance Gilbert
'Fugitives'

Willy Porter
'Dog·Eared
Dream'

by Michael J. Urness
of The Current staff

by Michael J. Urness
of The Current staff
In the past five years, singer/
songwriter/guitarist Willy Porter
has racked up 250,000 miles in
his old VW crossing the country
to play countless club dates and
college gigs. Along the way, he's
managed to acquire a considerable following.
Porter, a native of Milwaukee,
recently released his major label
debut on "Dog Eared Dream" to
coincide with his opening slot on
this summers Cranberries and
Toad the Wet Sprocket tour.
A phenomenal guitarist, on
both 6 and 12 string electric and
acoustic, Porter has been compared by critics to Leo Kottke and
Michael Hedges. On "Dog Eared
Dream" he demonstrates his digital dexterity as well as his knack
for writing straight forward songs
that he views as snapshots of his
worldly travels .
On the first track "Angry
Words" Porter sings of the process one often must go through in
getting over a painful breakup. In
addition to Porter's emotive vocals and guitar work, this one features a rhythm section with an
Afro-Caribbean groove.
My favorite track was "Jesus
on the Grill" an interesting takeoff on a truck-driving song. It
contains the following lyrics:

"Dog Eared Dream" by WIllie Porter Is evocative yet gentle.
i saw Jesus on the grille
of a southbound peterbuilt
.catching bugs between his teeth
glowing for eyeryone to see
he didn'l stop at those toll booths
the state troopers let him roll on through
folks stop and stare at his longflowing hair
and his gold-capped tooth

The entire 12-song CD has a
gentle yet evocative feel to it. It
showcases Porter's considerable talents on songs as lighthearted as
"Jesus on the Grill" to those as poignant as on "Cold Wind" which
deals with a friend dying of AIDS.

Alternative/Pop

Vance Gilbert recorded his debut album ''Edgewise'' for the Philo
label in 1994 and it quickly out
performed any other debut release
in that labels' history. He has toured
with Shawn Colvin and shared the
stage with such notables as Arlo
Guthrie,MaryChapin ~ntcrand
Warren Zevon.
On his sophomore release, "Fugitives," Gilbert., using a bit of humor, looks at the darker sides of life
"SceneOfThe Crime" with its
ska-esque, quirky rhythms finds
Gilbert trying to make sense of a
love that bolted when the going
got tough. In "Pound Of Prevention" Gilbert sings of a woman
taking him Qostage after robbing
the bank he worked at. He falls in
love with her and she leaves him
tied-up on the roadside with a roll
of $1 ()()() bills at his feet.
I found many of the songs on
this disk to be compelling but
none more so than the last,"Just .
The Way That It Was" that Gilbert uses to address the issue of
racism both as it existed during
his childhood and as it still exists.
This disk is 13 full-length
songs, each featuring Gilbert's
unique vocals and insight. Like
it predecessor, "Fugitives" shows
why he will be a powerful presence in the singer/songwriter
genre for years to come.

by Don Barnes
of The Current staff

Juan Sanchez. a native New
Yorker born to Puerto Rican immi
grant parents, is a professor at Hummer College in Manhattan. His
works deal with varying issues and
themes-from migration to innocence to U.S. Puerto Rican relations and more. Most of his work is
mixed media painting and prints
that often incorporate a photograph.
"I see the photograph as a window into the work," Sanchez said,
"as another dimension of the piece.'"
During the question/answer session that followed the artists lectures, Anderson' commented on
Sanchez's interesting use of colors.

Gallery 210, UM-St. Louis' fine
arts gallery, opened its fall season
Sept. 7 with an exhibition displaying works from two world-renowned artists, Joan Hall and Juan
Sanchez. The exhibit is in conjunction with a similar showing of the
artists' works at the R. Duane Reed
Gallery, #1 North TayloratLaclede
in the Central West End.
"We're thrilled to have these
, two artists' works here," Ken
Anderson, co-director of Gallery
210, said. "I think its going to be an
exciting year for the gallery.
Hall, a professor at Wash- · """"'~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ington University and full-time
artist, works mostly with what "We're thrilled to have .
is called "site specific hand- these two artists' works
made paper installation."
These are very large pieces. !Jere,11 Ken Anderson,
made mostly of paper (al- co-director of Gal/ery
though they can incorporate
210, said. HI think its
other materials such as steel or
glass), that are designed with a goin to be an exciting
specific space in mind.
year for the gallery. "
"I like taking materials and
doing stuff with them that you
don't expect," Hall said. "But I like "I find the themes that are repreto have a narrative behind a piece. sented are depressing, but the colIf I don't have a story behind it, ors are cheerful and vibrant," he
I don't feel it's as strong as it can said.
Sanchez replied, "I feel the elebe. "
She admits, as one observer ments should charge and compliment
pointed ou~ that her work is very each other. I don~t see why you can't
abstract. But she insists that there is have art that is aesthetically pleasing
yet thematically disturbing."
a level of symbolism involved.
The 210 exhibit, which contains a
"I see something in the piece,
and I think that if you look hard total of 13 works, will be on display
enough you'll find it. But it's okay until Oct. 6. For more information on
if you don' l. As long as it makes gallery hours and upcoming exhibits,
you think. As long as you find some- please call 516-5975.
thi,ng in it."
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EFOOD

Provided by the Chancellor

.Live Music by The Billy 'Peek Band

Founder's Circle (in front of library.)
10:00 AM to 2:00 PM·
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MSA seeks to'inform not convert students

I

by Farzad Wafapoor
of The Current Staff

One of the many student organizations preparing for EXPOlosion
is the Muslim Student AssociationUM-St.Louis, better known nationwide as MSA.
MSA has been around St. Louis
for a long period of time. It was
established by St. Louis University
in the late '60s, by Washington University in the mid '70s and by UM-:St.Louis in 1992.
"It's a challenging task. " said
Raza Syed, presidentofMSA. "We
Muslims are the most misunderstood people in this country. With
the media blJlming us for anything

~

~

thilt goes wrong, we are trying to
show that we are peaceful people
.and our religion does not promote
violence."
Syed further clarified the mission of Muslim Student Association by explaining that their prime
concern is to educate students and
not convert them.
"There are already enough Muslims around," Syed said. "Islam will
be the second religion of America
by the year 2000, and is the fastest
growing religion in the world. We
would rather focus on providing
information on Islam."
Providing information on Islam
and the.situation of Muslims in the
world has been the major duty of
.

.

The association has created a
MSA. They have been doing this
through the distribution of flyers, Web page http;//www.umsl.edu/
inviting guest speakers and holding studentlife/msa on the Internet to
provide information on group acFriday disclissions.
Their first activity was about tivities. Muslim Student Associathe situation in the form er Yugosla- tion at UM-St. Louis is facing a
via. A documentary video was dilemma and some major problems.
shown , and MSA ~ucces s fully col- The association has lost its trealected more than 300 student signa- surer and SGA representative from
tures on a petition to lift the arms last year. .
"Desperate is the key word here!
embargo from the Bosnian-Muslim
government. "We were very ex- We have so much to do, but we
cited because many of those who don't have enough active mem bers
signed the petition learned about to do the stuff." Syed said "There
the genocide against Muslims in Yu- are more than a hundred Muslim
goslavia and did care," said One students on this campus. We hope
MSA member. "We are still thank- to find at least two who could volful to those students for taking part unteer to help us in our efforts."
in denouncing genocide."

.

,

.

'Mockingbird' opens Rep s 29th season

• Michael J. Urness
of The Current staff

The Repertory Theatre of St.
Louis kicked off its twenty-ninth
season Friday night with a brilliant
adaptation of Harper Lee's classic
, novel "To Kill A Mockingbird."
The play is set in Macomb, Alabama in 1935.
This is the story of how a small
town lawyer, Atticus Finch (Tom
Stechschulte) . defends a black man,
. Tom Robinson (Danny Johnson) ,
who stands accused of raping a
white woman. The story is partially
narrated by Finch's.adult daughter
Jean Louise Finch (Greta Lambert)
based on the recollections she has
of that summer. .
Stevia Wren Haller makes an
impressive debut playing ten-yearold Jean Louise':'Scout" Finch.
The play begms with Scout fmding some chewing gum in the hole
of a tree and her somewhat overbearing 13-year-old brother Jeremy
"Jem" Finch (patricJustin Vaughn)

Medical miracles
start with research

making her spit it out. The gum and
subsequent "gifts" that are left in
the tree are apparently being put
there by a reclusi ve neigh bor, "Boo"
Radley (Rodney Clark), who neither child has ever seen but about
whom bizarre rumors have circulated.
The Finch kids befriend a young
boy Charles "Dill" Harris (Gabriel
Levinson) who is visiting his aunt
for the summer. The kids make it
their summer goal to lure the reclusive Radley out of his house .
While they go about the business of being children, Atticus is
appointed by the localjuctge to represent Robinson.
Despite pressure from his
friends, neighbors and colleagues
who have begun calling him such
things "nigger lover," Atticus is
determined to give the man adequate representation. He goes so
far as to sit outside the jail to thwart
a lynching the sheriff, Heck Tate
(Whit Reichert), tells him is being
planned.

American Heart ~
Association ...~
_.

• Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

_

The mob eventually does approach the jail, and threaten to kill
Atticus if he doesn't step aside.
. Scout and Jem , who had snuck out
of . the house to keep an eye On
Atticus, come out of hiding. It is
Scout who eventually persuades the
mob to turn back.
Scene two takes place in the
courtroom during Robinson's trial.
Again the children have again
snuck away from their mammy,
Calpurnia (Conni Blair), and they 're
hiding in the gallery watching
Atticus as he cross examines the
alleged victim, Mayella Ewell
(Deirdre Madigan), and her father
Bob Ewell (Ross Bickell). The testimony of the accused Robinson was
the most compelling.
But despite overwhelming eviden(:e that suggests Mayella was
trying to seduce Robinson and that
her father had savagely beaten her
when them kissing, Robinson is
convicted. He's sent to jail pending
an appeal. Robinson was subse-quently shot to death "while attempt-

CPR
can keep your love alive

ing to escape."
While coming home one night,
following a school play, Scout and
Jem are attacked by a man who had
earlier threatened Atticus' life for
defending Robinson. In a surprising twist, the attacker ends up dead
and children safe.
It is amazing that something as
pOSitively moving as this play could
come from something as dark and
despicable as this country's racist
history.
See "To Kill A Mockingbird" at
the Rep between nOw and Oct. 6.
For ticket information call 9684925. There are discounted tickets
available to students with valid student identification.
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Detective Harry D'Amour (Scott Backula) d iscovers the
difference between illusion and magic In Lords of ill usion.

No Illusion
Cl ive Barker illustrates murder and
magic in another gruesome tale
by Ron Turner
of The Current staff

Master horror storyteller Clive
Barker is back. The writer/director of
such hits as "Hcllraiser," "Nighthreed"
and "Candyman" catapults the viewer
into the dark world of cults, murder and
magic in his latest supernatural thriller
"Lord of Illusions."
This frightening tale, based on
Barker's 1985 short story 'The Last
Illusion," effectively combines an intriguing detective mystery and an edgeof-your-seathorrorfilm with the added
elements of romance and.action. Over
200 special make-up and vi ual effects
including an awesome fire serpent and
the computer-generated "origami man"
made the movie breathtaking and the
plot beli~vable.

On routine assignment in Los Angeles, private investigator Harry
D' Amour (Scott Backula; "Quantum
Leap" and "Murphy Brown") stwnbles
into a murder scene and fmd s himself
investigating the "death" of popular
illusionist Phillip Swan (Kevin J.
O'Connor; "Virtuosity").
D ' Amour is drawn into secrets,
deceit and unimaginable terror. As his
world steadily darkens, Harry falls in
love with Swann's widow Dorthea
(Famke Janssen; "GoldenEye") . Only
then does D'Amour unearth the horrific secrets of her past and come face
to face with her diabolical enemy N ix
(Daniel Von Bargen, "Philadelphia"
and "Basic Instinct"). In a climatic
[mal battle, D' Amour confronts the
monstrous Nix and learns that illusion
is trickery ... but magic is real.
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will also be entertainment provided by
local blues sensations Billy Peak and
Johnnie Johnson (tentatively scheduled).

"We want to bring more familiar
acts to campus," Peery said. "Somebody who's going to draw."
Peery wants to provide more off-

campus programming. He is hoping to
purchase block tickets for venues such
as the Powell Symphony Hall and the
Fox Theatre. He then plans to sell these
tickets back to students at a reduced
rate.
"Most students can ' t afford a
Phantom of the Opera," Peery said.

He plans on offering tickets to such
events at around $6 per seat. He also
hopes to subsidize the cost for dinners to area r.e staurants such as
Tony 's.
Peery expressed that he was interested in offering programming to
evening college students. He feels

that this is no different from what has
been offered in the past. Responding
to complaints that there is notenough
evening programming , Peery said it
was a case of "general apathy."
"People want to complain, but when
something is there they won't go out of
the way to go there," Peery said.

The Current

congratulates
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for
breaking
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Dolan
named
Athletic
Director

Burton
.breaks school
record for
goal scoring

by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff
The search for a permanent athIe tic director ended last Friday when
Patricia Dolan was selected for the
position.
Dolan was selected from a group
of three applicants that had been
narrowed down from the 75 applications that UM-St. Louis had received. The process was started
early this summer and the selection
committee interviewed the three
candidates and judged on their
qualifications and experience,
which isn't something that she
lacked. Dolan is currently athletic
director of University of Wisconsin-Superior, a division III program.
While at Wisconsin-Superior
she served on the National Collegiate Athletics Association

the comer of the
net.
of The Current staff
"It was one
Excellent athletes are . hard to of her shots
find. Take, for example, UM-St. where she took
Louis Riverwomen forward Jenni one touch and
Photo: Ken Dunkin
. Burton.
put it away,"
Burton, the soft spoken said
Jennl Burton (L) receives the ball that broke the record fromformer ali-time
Ri verRi verwoman, broke the all-time women Head
goal scorer Kathy Gulnner [Henderson] (center) and Head Coach Ken
goal scoring record for a female Coach
Hudson (R) looks on.
Ken
soccer player last Saturday-three Hudson . " It was
minutes and 38 seconds into a game one were you
against Oakland University. The knew it is going in the net. It was in ent. Ijust tried to refine a few things. planned, Burton would have never
goal, which was assisted by Marcie a spot were she is real comfortable. She is the type of player that if you worn a Riverwomen jersey. She
Scheske, was a typical Burton play: When she h'as the ball in the box had 11 of them you wouldn't have originally signed a letter of intent to
she was in the goalie box and re- you know it is going to be on goal. " to worry about anything. She gives play at Southern Illinois University
ceived a pass from Scheske. She
Scoring at UM-St. Louis has her all and she never stops work- while at Oakville High School. She
fired off a shot, burying the ball in never been a problem for Burton. ing."
would never play for that school.
"She is amazing," said team- She enrolled at St. Louis CommuShe broke the career
mark in just over mate Carrie Marino. "She's a role nity College at Meramec and played (NCAA) women's basketball comtwo seasons . In her model for the whole team. She is there one season. While at Merarnec, mittee for four years and the softfirst season on the very reliable. We call her Ms. Con- B urton led the team to the junior ball committee for six years.
"Being involved with the rules
team she scored a sistency."
college national championship. She
committee
structure of the NCAA
then school record
"We can always depend on her," tallied 26 goals that season.
allowed
me
to experience where
20 goals. The fol- Madden said. "She is everywhere
Burton had a problem to deal
the
decisions
are made and where
lowing season she on the field, She is awesome,"
with: she had already transferred
planning
occurs
for the NCAA rebroke her own
Burton's great skill, and a great from one school; therefore she had
garding
such
items
as rules and
record with 22 will to win, has worn off on her
to have a degree to play soccer at
entries
into
the
national
tournagoals. She has 'teammates. According to Hudson, UM-St. Louis . To get the degree
knocked in 9 goals just having her on the team will she overloaded her schedule with ments," Dolan wrote in her resume
this season in only improve the team , and not just for 18 credit hours in the spring semes- to the university.
She will officially take office
fi ve garnes. She has scoring. She is a good passer also. ter and attended summer school.
Oc
tober
9. She has yet to serve
51 career goals.
She has 15 career assists. Her ca- All this to play for Hudson's growWisconsin-Superior with her noThe
former reer high of eight her first season ing soccer program.
tice of leave.
record of 48·was ac- could fall late this season. She has
"She had to work her tail off to
''I'm looking forward to the opcomplished over three assists in a fourth of the seaget the associates degree to play
portunity of working at UM-St.
four seasons by son.
here," Hudson said. "Ever since she
Louis," Dolan said. ''I'm sure that
Kathy Guinner.
"Sometimes you get some play- came here she has been a leader."
many of the skills that have served
Guinner scored 11 ers that are self centered on your
She has been leading the Rivergoals her first sea- team," Hudson said. "Jenni would women this season just like the last me well at W isconsin-Superior will
son, 13 her second, just assume help her teammates out, two . She is first in goals with nine, also serve me weli at UM-St.
7 in her third, and that 's what I really like about her. second in assists with three, first in Louis,"
When Dolan takes office it will
17 in her final year. She is a great lcid to have around game winning goals with three, and
"She has been a and not just for the goals she scores. first in points with 21. These stats make her the second athletic direcPhoto: Ken Dunkin
tor in UM-St. Louis history, Chuck
pleasure to coach," She's a leader, and she does it qui- are for five games.
Smith held the position and retired
Hudson said. "She etly. She does it on the field, in a
"Jenni is going to get her goals,"
Jennl Burton prepares to get a shot on
lhree years ago . Rich Meckfessel
came to UM-St. "do it by example way.
Hudson said. "I'm glad I had the
goal. Bu rton has 21 points this season .
has
held the position since Smith's
Louis with the talIf things would have went as opportunity to coach her."
retirement on an inlerim basis.

by Ken Dunkin

by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff

I have been thinking a lot about
the sports department at The Current lately, and I have come up with
a few things that need to be written.
As stated on our banner, The
. Current is the "student voice of
UM-St. Louis," therefore it is my
job as sports editor of this page to
give the students a basic idea of
what is going in the athletic field.
We are the only publication that
-covers the Rivermen and Riverwomen sports with any consistency.
Sure the Post-Dispatch covers
the teams on occasion, and the
County Journals have some player
profiles, but we are the only paper
to give you all of the facts for sports.
You could say we have the market
covered. We have always covered
sports at UM-St. Louis and we always will. We may run columns
about professional SpOit teams and
a few pictures of other area teams,
but our main priority is to cover our
peers.
As sports editor,l want to makesure we don 't ever under cover any
sport. If you feel this has happened
to your team, tell me. I'll try to
changeit.
I also have found that the many
-people- are worried that we will
.make it a po int to be rude. Most
writers will attack a player if given
. a chance. That is one thing I will
never do here. I don't want any of
the athle.tes at UM -St. Louis to ever
:fear that The Current will ever ridicule an individual or print something that will make them look like
a fool.

W e are here to get the news out,
to report when a player does w ell
and look at the bright spots when a
team does poorly. We are not here
to slam athletes or c hastise them for
refusing interviews . I don't want
that type of wri ting to ever appe ar
, on a page that I associate myself
with. I hope this clears up a few
k things. I'm not out to be a bad guy,
my column photo just looks that
way.
Disappointing s ums up the
'J men's soccer teams firs t two games.
They lost both by 1-0 scores. The
team has the potential to be great,
but they can 'tkeep sustaining losses
to lesser opponents l ike L indenwood and Was hi ngton University.
The team hopefully will pick up
their playas they went up to Northeast University for two games last
~ weekend. They need to rattle off a
• few wins and get a good winning
streak going.
The women's volleyball team has
been very irn pressive. They won three
of four in the Red and Gold Classic.
This could be the season that Head
Coach Denise will receive Lh e MidAmerica Intercollegiate Athletics
Association Coach -of -the- Year
award for the second time. She last
received the award in 1986, when she
propelled the Ri verwomen to a 28·14
I
overall record .
The rest of the year should be
great, as many things are going on in.
UM-St. Louis athletics. Soon swimming, golf, and hockey will begin.
All will be previewed in upcoming
issues. We still have writing positions open for sportS \witers. Anyone
hnterested can call the office at 5165174 and ask for me, or you can page
ime at 870-0971. Either way, I'd be
, happy to hear from you. Any comments on how I can make this page
\etter would be appreciated.
.
~ Congratulations to the Current
' staff on a stunning inw1I11Ural sQftf"all victory of the other five campus
I teams . A speda! thanks to tb e Cur' 'fients' MVPs Susan Benton, Steve
Mansfield, an d T he Red Menace!

M

Riverwomen hold their own at TJ's Classic
by Eri c Thomas

of The Current staff

The UM-St. Louis Riverwomen
soccer team played Oakland in the
first game of the T.J's Classic Saturday afternoon. J enni Burton
scored the only goal in the match
for the Riverwomen at 3:38 in the
first half. Not just significant because the goal kept the Riverwomen
from losing, but a milestone for
Burton. The goal broke the standi ng seven year UM-St. Louis
women's record set by Kathy
Guinner-Henderson with 48 goals.
Burton's goal was number 49, and
was assisted by Marcie Scheske.
Oakland came back to tie the
game with ten minutes left in the
first, and despite overtime, the teams
settled for a tie .

Amy Abernathy started in goal
for the Riverwomen, and Dianne
Ermeling relieved her for the second half of the game.
"We were a step behind them,"
said Riverwoman Tarnmi Madden.
"We played decent, but we should
have beat them."
"We created four or five great
scoring chances, thanks to Lynn
(Lueddecke), Tricia (Niederer),
Freida (Carrie Marino), and Jenni
(Burton) was all over the field, as
always," Madden said.
The game ended not without in cident, though . Two yellow cards
were issued, and one went to the
Riverwomen's Jennifer Frohlich. In
addition, Marino sprained a ligament in her knee, which limited her
playing time.
''I'm gonna work: out hard this
week in the pool, and I'll be back in

action for Friday's game," Marino
said Sunday.
The next afternoon the Coach
Hudson and Co. were back at it
again, this time taking a bite out of
Wisconsin Parks ide 's Rangers.
"We knew that we had to play
harder if we wanted to win and
didn't want to
run more at
practice," Madden said.
Due to the
previous night's
50
injury, Marino
was sidelined
for most of the
game.
40
"We really
missed Freida
~
(Marino) on the
30
field. Her and
I...
Q,)
Jenni (Burton)
~

Rivermen take the last train to Kirksville
by Eri c Thomas
of The Current staff
The UM-St. Louis Rivefmen
soccer team played a tournament in
Kirksville, Mo. over the weekend,
and after the first game, Head Coach
Tom Redman had nothing but high
marks for his players.
"They all played very well, especially in the second half. This
was a different team than the one I
saw in the Wash . U. game."
Redman spoke of the 1-0 loss at
the feet of Washington University
last Tuesday night.
"There were plays made in the
first half that I d.idn't like, but we
rebounded fine. When the second
began, we really had it together,"
Redman said.
The Ri vermen scored three goals
by the end of the first half, so
Redman's claim of team improvement was affirmed.
"The team has had hard prac-

are awesome," Madden said.
Five minutes and one second into
the fIrst half Burton made her presence on the field known. She accepted a pass from Madden and shot
itin the left corner of the goal. UM-St.
Louis career goal number 50 for Burton.

Parks ide fought back and at 8:53,
they snuck one past Abernathy.
However, Burton decided that the
Riverwomen deserved to lead, so

See TJ's Classic
Page 1(J

Goal Scoring COInparison between Burton and Guinner
. _ --

- - --
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tices these last few days. I wasn't them. I was very
10
going to let another Wash. U. type pleased,"
game happen," Redman said. "The Redman said.
team woke up together and played
The Riverconsistently . Justin (Staus) and Joe , men lead in both
(Fisch) were key players at midfield. shots and corner
They kept good pressure on, quick kicks.
passes to Todd (Rick) and Kurt
" W e domi(Eruenning) and really made things nated the sechappen out there."
ond half. BeForward Kurt Bruenning broke sides the last
in and drew first blood almost im- goal, we had
mediately to lift the Riverman over three or four other opportunities,
Colombia College. Then Fisch but we couldn't capitalize on them,"
scored making the score 2-0. Co- Redman said.
lombia battled back and netted one,
Unfortunately, the Rivermen
but it mattered not. A minute later, sustained a few injuries. Ken Henry
forward Todd Rick blasted a rocket came out with 15 minutes remainpast the Colombia goaltender, and ing in the second half, and Fisch
that was all the scoring in the half. had collision with Colombia forBefore the five minute mark, the ward which resulted in soreness and
Rivermen were on top 3-l.
their status for the next day's match
"The guys moved the ball well was questionable.
this time around, much better than
The backfield played a solid
last. They marked their men,jumped game. Mike Hampton, Dave Birner,
on turnovers, then capitalized on and Ned Jordan all combined for a

1

2
3
Years on UM-St. Lou!s team

• • • • • • • •• Burton

4

- - - - - - Guinner

near unmolested goal. Speaking of
goalies, Mark Lynn made three
saves, but also batted a few corner
kicks out.
" Mark played well, and the offense followed through. the final
should have
been 8-1. There should have
been total domination. It was good
for the team to go into the first
regional game with a win," Rick
said.
The Rivermen were then scheduled to play Lewis University the

following afternoon . Coach
Redman hoped that the ·Rivermen
would have two good games backto-back.
"This will be a big one; it's our
first regional game. This team has
some size to them, and they beat us
last year 2-1," he said. "We watched
them play Northeast and it was
close. The game went into over-

See Kirksville
_

_
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Kirksville
again,
Bruenning was relentless as always, He assisted Kevin Smith for
the first goal of the game at 28:28,
Six minutes and one second later,
Bruenning was up to his old tricks
again, setting up Rick for the headin.
"That goal originated back in
our end of the field. Joe (Fisch) ran
the ball out to Kevin (Smith), who

time, so that might be a' factor for
the game against us. "
Redman said that the plan for
this game was no different.
"We're going with the same
line-up as yesterday; three forwards,
four midfielders, and three backs,"
Redman said.
This line-up proved effectiveeffecti ve enough to score three goals
before the first half ended once

from Page 9
passes to Kun, who then set me up.
It was wicked!" Rick said.
"In the game against Wash. U.,
we went with a 3-5-2 formation.
With the 3-4-3, we have more offense, and as we proved this weekend, we win games that way," Rick
said ,
They not only win games, but
win tournaments. The Rivermen
went home Gardner Cup Classic

Tournament Champions. The
Riverman will be in action this
weekend in the Marriott Soccer
Classic . Find out how it went down
in next week's issue.

Join a campus
organization and
create campus culture
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Photo: Ken Dunkin

Rivermen soccer player John Quante (white jersey) fights a
Washington University player forthe ball in a game last Tuesday.

T9's Classic
from Page 9
less than eight minutes later, Ann
Logan assisted her in yet another
goal.
Tricia Niederer got into the act
at 29: 10 in a nifty little three on two
action. After a short pass from Madden, Niederer booked in, took the
shot, and scored. The scoreboard
said it all: 3-1, Riverwomen's lead.
Madden finally quit assisting ev-

eryone and after Burton hit her with
a beauty of a pass, she put it away at
52:06.
The Riverwomen are scheduled
to play Saturday and Sunday in the
Marriot~ Soccer CI~ssic at Oakland ~
Um verslty, they wlll play Oakland and Merrimack respectfully. The
scores and highlights will be within
the next issue of The Current.

Recreational Sports
Flag Football
(Tuesdays & Thursday)
Soccer League
(Maondays & WeDnesdays)

Surprise your folks .
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. lUnless you have an uncanny .
talent of learning through osmosis.} So donlt let fa tigue get in the way of your A, ReVive

with 'Iivarin·o One tablet has the same amo~nt o~ caff~ine as abo,ut
And itls just as safe. Hey, anything is possi ble, If you re up for It.
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Sept 17 @ 1 p.m.
Men's Soccer YS. Meramec
TBA
Women's Soccer YS. Metro State
Sept 17 @ 1 p.m.
Women's Soccer YS. Colorado
Sept 13 @ 7 p.m.
Volleyball YS. Northeast
Sept 22-23 @ UMSL
Volleyball MIAA Weekend
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Deadline Sept. 27
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n o t h i s usua l s e l f.
Yo u su spect t h e

salsa.

So you ca l l Dr. Nusblatt, your family vet back ho me .
The

(Too bad

call is cheap_

a b ou t the

consultation

fee. )

Sign up for ~ Jrue Savings"and save 25% to

Anybody, Anytime, Anywhere
in the USA.

•
Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a month on long distance
and we'll subtract 250/0 off your AT&T bill~ Spend $50 a month, get 30% off Guaranteed. This
special offer ends soon, so you've got to call 1 800 TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15.
No fees. No lists. And no circles. That's Your True Choice. sMAT&T.

J

GET IN SHAPE!
Recreational Sports Wellness Program & Fitness Services UM-St. Louis Recreational SjXlrts
203 Mark Twain BId. 8001 Natural Bridge Rd. St Louis, MO 63121516-5326

FITNESS SERVICES

AEROBICS

BODY SCULPTING

FIT-4-ALL
MJW 5:3()'{):30 PM
Lo!hi aerobics with easy to follow
movements.

F.A.T. BLASTER
(Fanny, abs, thighs) .
TIR 3:00-3:30 PM
Strengthen and condition your lower body.
Non aerobic.
T-N-T
(Tone & Tighten)
M/W 6:30-7:30 PM or TIR 6:30·7:30 PM
Strengthen and condition the major muscle
groups.
WAKE UP AND SHAPE UP
MNl6:30-7:30 AM TIR 6:30-7:30 AM
It's like having your own personal trainer to
get your body and day started off right.

STEP
STEP TO IT
MNl12:00-1:oo PM

CARDIOFUSION
TIR 12:00-1:00 PM
Lo!hi aerobics, stepping, & body sculpting.
CARDIO COMBO
TIR 5:30-6:30 PM
A combination of loihi aerobics and step.

AQUATICS

DANCE
POWERDANCE
The latest in dance moves! An innovative
& enjoyable workout.

W.E.T.

OTHER

(J/ ATER EXERCISE TRAINING)

M/W 5:3()'{):30 PM
The only non impact cardio class available.

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

T.G.I.F. (Thank Goodness it's Free!)
Free classes Oll Friday for all students, staff,
and alumni!

All programs and sen ices are
ayailable to students/staff!
alumni at a discounted rate

A new UMSL student organizatio n sponsored by

First Christian Church
of Florissant
a Christ-Centered ,
Bible-Teaching,
Non-Denominational
Church

EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON ?

T

oday there seems to be an investme nt

vari abl e an nuity accoun ts. And w e 're nonprofit,

e),'p ert or fina ncial adviso r almost every-

so our ex pense charges are amo ng the lowest in

w here yo u turn. But just how q ua li fte d are all

the insurance a nd mutu al fund indu stries* That

these experts?

means more of y our money is whe·re it shoul d

Peace of mind about y oU(' future comes fro m
solid planning . From in vestments and services

system in the world , based on assets under man-

retirement sec urity speciftca llv in mind. T he kind

age ment - manag ing more than $ L15 billion in

of investments and services T lAA- C REF has

assets fo r more than one and a half millio n people

been providing for mo re t han 75 yea rs.

throughout the nation.

WE'LL H ELP YOU BUILD
A REWARD IN G RETlREMEl\'T.
Our counselors are trained retirement profes -

It's tou gh to wade through aU the "advice" to find

mind. So you 're treated as the uni que p erson

a rel ia ble pension plan p rovider. But as a member

y ou are, w ith special need s and con cerns about

of the education and research co mm unity, y our

retirem ent. And that makes for an understand-

best choice is silIlple: TIAA·CREF. Because w hen

and fl exibility in building your retirement nest

l.ampu~ ~ib\e 'Stud~

Mo nda~f, (,:"30

pm

Unive.rsit'f Me.ado\<ls Apt. C.\ubnouse.

~Slian . ~cienl

~O""ShiP

2890 Patterson Road
Florissant, ~fO 63031
m-837 -2269 ~ ~~ ~,,~ C~

TIAA-CREF:

THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

sionals who have only yo u and yo ur fu ture in

With TL\l\ -CREF, you have plenty of choice

A brand ne\ll on

TlAA-CREF is now th e largest private pension

designed and managed with yo ur needs and

ing, comfortab le relationsh ip.

AN NOUNC-IN{:"

be - working for you.

it cOlIles to helping you prepare for retirement, our
annui ties wi ll add up to more tha n spa re change.
For more informa tion a b out how Tl AA-CREF

egg - from TlA:\ 's guaranteed traditional ann uity

can help y ou pr epare for the futur e, call our

to the in vest ment opportu nities of CRE F 's seven

Enrollme nt Hotl ine at I 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SM

• Stl.ndard &' Poor'. Inl.ulOUlt't' Rating :\n~'ys.i5,. 199t 14pt!r AM1yfia/ SU'l·in~. /!fr.. Lip per-Dire('(orl ' An.a.I,i1ical Data. 1995 rQlhlI"kr/y)
CR£.F raliflCll tt.l::rt #i;triJ.ulr~ ~ TJ.i :l·CR£F InJii'WUI1 [ allll In.1liJulilmai Str..ia:' f.
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T h e B est W ay To Save M oney
On Stuff ( O the r Than Borro wing
Your Room m at e )s) . Roommates tend to get a little
weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny like that.) Better to get
yourself a MasterCard'" card. Then you could use it 'to
buy the things you really want. And with these
College MasterValues coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until you get your
own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird enough
as

MasterCa rd. I ts rnore than a credit card.

It IS.

r- - - -
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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T WEE 0 S

Optical Center

I
I

I

50% OFF ANY

I
EYEGLASS FRAME
I Save 50% on absolutely every eyegl"ss frame plus ... bonus

I

discount of$20 on our best lenses. Sale includes any eyeglass
frame in stock when you purchase a complete pair of eyeglasses
and use your MasterCard' Card. Lens discoullt applies to
our best lenses. See optician for deL~ils. Coupon required.

I

I
I

Offer and couPon valid 8/15/95 to 12, 31195
Offer valid only on purchases usmg a Masteri::~rd' C:rrd.
Surrender coupon at time of purch.15~. Coupon has. no c.ash
'If.ilue. and lTlay not be combmed with any coupon. dlSCOUi1t,
Value Right package or vlsion care plan.
Limit one coupon per purchase See opncun for GeCl.lis
VOld where prohibued

I

I
I

SAVE $10 ON
WOMEN'S APPAREL
Simplicity, comfort and style ... that's Tweeds.
Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. Call
1-800-999-7997 and receive a FREE catalog with our latest
styles. Place your order and save S10 on any purchase ofS50 or
more when you use your MasterCard" Card and mention the
COLLEGE MasterValues < offer #C3W A.
Offer ""lid 8/15/95 to 12/3 1/ 95. Offer valid only on purchase'S
using J. M.aM"crCard* Cm:i and \...-hen the COLLEGE
Maste rV.:t!uest : offer #C3WA is mentioned . Otter void where
prohibited, ca.-xed., or re:stricred. Coupon may not be combined
with any" other coupon or diSCOUIlt. Shipping and handling are
extr.... Limit one discount per purchase

I

II RT(11 RV ED

1

I

TM

-1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:-- ,

JCPenney

I

n10 n ey.

I
I

College Jewelry·

I

I

I
SAVE UP TO $140
I Your college ring, from ArtCan·cd, is a keepsake you'll

I
I

I

always treasure. Save S35 on 10K gold, S70 on 14K aold

I or $140 on 18K gold. Call 1-800-952-7002 for more details.
I Mention offer #9501.

I
I
I
I
I

Offer valid 8/1 5/95 m 1213 1195
Offer valid only on pun:hse..'.i ll.",mg a M ..:rterCdId3; Cud an d ",\ hl'n0(OU-EGE~
offer #9501 IS me-ntlOned Coupon rna'. not be combmed \vl th
:uw other coupon or discotmt Shipping and handlmg are t:"xtrc!
~
Llllm one discoullt per purchast:
'1IA. . . ...:
Some restrictiOf15 apply. Void where rrorubited
' "lC()lervah,~

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

~--------------------I----------------------------------------1

:
I
I'
I
I
I

CA!!!D'
Save $3 Off A CD

O.

Offer and coupon valid 8115/95 to 12131/95 .
. Offer valid only on purchases using a !'vlastcri::ard' Card. Surrender
coupon at ome of purchase.
Coupon has no cash redemption value. Offer void where prohibited,raxed or restricted.. Coupon may not be combined W1th
any other discount. Discount not to exceed S6 per COUpOI1_
Coupon not valid on sale merchandise.

~
:
I

Bux UFFIRE
COIlJMBIA

CQUEGE
)
";. , .

\"d:..-

'JlA_
I

~ldsterVa ~..

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE

I
I
I
I
I

Invest in your future and stay on top of current developments
with TIle Wall Street Journal. For a limited time only, use your
MasterCard'" Card and pay just $23 for a 12-week
subscription to the nation's leading business publication.
To take advantage ohhis special offer, call 1-800-348-3555
and please refer to source key 7 5 N Y . ·

Video values just for you! Enjoy a fiJII selection of top-quality
videos at discolllt prices. All videos are priced at $9.95 or less
and are 100% satisfaction guaranteed. Act now and get one
video FREE when you buy three and use your MasterCard'
Card. Call 1-800-551-0262 for your FREE catalog and ask
for the COLLEGE MasterValues®offer #1081-5999.

Offer valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95.
Offer vilid only on purchases using a Mas[erCa.rd~ Card and
when source key 7SI'N is mentioned.
Lin:ci t one subsc~p~on discount per pe(5'on.
VOld where prohibIted

Offer valid 8115195 to 12131/95. Offer valid only on purchases
using a Ma5terCard~ Drd and when the COLLEGE
MascerValues* offer #1081-5999 is mentioned.
Offer rna>' not be com~ined with any ?ther offer or di~count .
Offer valid [or U.S. reSIdents only. VOld where prohlbtred.

' 1)1,1,100

.

I
I

I
I
I

!

SAVE 25%

o[Sooy Me,i, Em," ''''0''0'. I",·

a Ma.~t!rC;;I.I·~"· Card and when the COLLE,GE tvl~'iterV;}lues '
offer IS mentioned. Offer may not be comblped \-vlth :lny other

~scoum. Shipping and handling $3.~O per pur.chJse. Limit one

I

wiiRDEm~ss

I

for Windows

Save 25 1){, off the regular price of the Aerosmith collection,
I featuring all the original Columbia albums. BOX OF FIRE
I includes a previously-unreleased, 5-trdck bonus disc of
Aero-rarities and hard-to-find gems including "Subway", "Circle
I Jerk" and more! Order now and get 12 CDs for $89.99. Call
,.a.~
f 1-800-322-3412 and ask for the COLLEGE MasterValueS' Ouer.
I Offt'r V'J.lid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. OtTer valid only Oft pun.:h a\e" lI\in~ (OLLEGE

~

49% OFF A SPECIAL

' ~,(
~

I

I
I

:
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I
I
I

V;;H~A~

12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION

Here's music to your ears ... save $3 on one regularly priced
Compact Disc at $6.99 or morc when you use your
MasterCard® Card. Limit two $3 discounts per coupon, per
I purchase. Limit one $3 discouht per box set purchase. Offer
I Not Valid Without This Coupon. COUPON #336

I
I
I
I

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL,

0_ ';,,,)

dlscoum per purcha.~e. Sdlt~ tax appltc:lblt:. VOld when: prohIbited.

. ' .

'11"

~.;,~;)

, ;}7'- •

IVlasterVa\ue5

SAVE 20%

I

Run into Herman's and save. Take 20% off your nell.1: purchase
of r.egular priced merchandise w. hen you use your MasterCard'"

I

Card. Find everything you need at Herman's ... WeAre SportS."
Offer excludes celtain merchandise. Coupon Required.
Offerand coupon valid 8115/95 to 12131195. Offer valid only on purchases using a
M"teri::ard" Card. Surrender coupon,( time orpmchase. Offor excludes CrossWalk
Plus, CardIa-GlIde, all golf balls, select pro clubs, select Prince, Wil,on, HeJd,
Pro-Kenn~x and Ehdon racket'), select Nike and Reebok Pmtige product, Fila.
Teva, Conve"e L.j., AsICS 21Kll and RoUerblade footwear, Team

Dl~slon merchan~ise, humin.g and ?shing licemes. equipment

<:er..,c~, hon~e dehvery and)_,'1h ct'rtlfiore5. O~er m3Y .not be
combll1ed Wlth any other discount or prornuhon. Lmut ooe

0. ')

coupon per p~rchase. COUP?~ valid Jt .1lly Heml:m's location.

S()C #65. VOld where prohibited.

(OlLEGE'
'.

.

.,. . . ~ .

'JI,,_
:.'
1~lClsterVa\ues

I
I

SAVE 40% ON WINDOWS
WORD PROCESSOR

I

I

WorciExpress makes it easy to create great looking reportS,
term papers, essays and more. Top of the line feature set, fast
I and easy to use. Includes professionally designed Resume
I Templates. Only $29.95 when you use your MasterCard"
I Card and mention offer WXO-MC. To order, call
I 1-800-998-4555. Visit Us On The World \Vide Web
at http://delta.comlmicrov/home

I
I

I
I

Offer valid 8/t5/95 to 12/31/95. Offer vaJid

only 011 purchases using a M~"tt:rCard" Card
;'lIld when Dfier WXO-MC is mentioned.

Shipping Jnd handling are additional. Limit

I
I
I
I

II
I
I
I

ont' discoum per purchase. VOId where prohibited.
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ONE HOUn

MOTOPHOTO

JOIN AND SAVE $45
Join for only $15, instead of the regular $o() annual
membership. Then enjoy FREE lift tickets and
savings up to 5()!J{, on lift tickets, resort lodging and dining,
etc., at top resort> East and West. A great gift for skiers/
snowboarders. Call 1-8()()-8()()-2SKI (2754) to join or for
details and specials in your f:worite areas and mentioll ofFer
#15MCSKI. Plus look for us on the internet at
URL http://www.skicard. com/skicard
Offer valid ~1I5!~5 to 12131/~5.
LlE
Offer valid :)~dr.(. )J] purc.h:l~l'" USillg.:1 M:1S(l'~ :anr· car.d ;Hld W.ht'IlOCO ..5;;E~
the #15MCSKIIS mel1tioncd . Ikwlls Ull "klcr'OlSCOllIl(\ hstl'd III
;',
1)5/')6 "Saving:-; (;uio..:" llldUtkJ wnh t.';lch 1l1t.'llIbl·",h1r.
,
~,
Hour;: MOIl-Fn. ':J J.m. m 4 p.lll. Mm Wile .
Void where prohibited.
i.1sterVa U'-"

M

L____________ _

\"".:

50lJ;() OFF FILM PROCESSING
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
Take 50'X, off the regular price of processing and printing on
the first set of prints at MotoPhoto, when YOLl LIse your
MasterCard" C1rd. Calll-8()()-733-608() for the location
nearest YOLl. Limit 1. Oiler Not Valid Without This Coupon .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I'
I
I
I

I
I
I

THE SHARPER IMAIiE®
SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE
Shopping is easy at America's premier specialty retailer of gift,
fitness, recreational, travel, apparel and more. Save 15!};, on a
purchase of$75 or more when you shop at any of our
75 store locations or by mail order. Call 1-800-344-4444.
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to find the store nearest you
or for a FREE catalog.
Coupon R •.:quin::d. OtTer ;llld (OUPOll valid 8/15/95 to 12131/95. Off~r v~IJ id only on
pUTch.l$t'S using .] iYb.~terCm:l~ Card. Th..:-re are a lilllitl:'d number o(i[~m;; co which this
otTer dot":\ Hot apply. M:l)' not be comblll{."I..i \V1ch Fn:quent lJuyt'r;'" Progr.ID1. Pnce
ivLHrhil~g Polley, ;llKtion_pun..·h'l~~~, or other disn)~'~l(<; or promotions.
Not v;~hd 011 ptln:ha~t' ot);lft ct'mticJtt"5 ~r .on previOUS pun:hJ:i~. ( (
-==W! ~
Tht" dl;-;C(1\l[H ] ~ apphc;]b. It' [.0, aod the '."!!l!!llU!1l purchase based
011 rurn,'J][ lll<:'rch<llldlSe pnces only, and r..' xcludt:'s tJX. shipping
'. '.
.1Ild t:IX Oil shippin,g:. VOId where prohihlted.
POS CODE: L
A1asterva\~
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